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What the smart
phone has wrought

When the first Apple iPhone hit the market in
2007, not everyone was convinced it would
supplant the flip-phone. When Google’s

Android software system arrived a year later, the
Blackberry still seemed to have bright future. But with
the iPhone 4 in 2010, featuring a high-resolution dis-
play, sleek design and front-facing camera, our collec-
tive fate was sealed. Here are 10 ways the smartphone
has made its mark over the decade.

Access everywhere
Today some 5 billion smartphones are in use around

the world, according to Canalys Research. The total
number of Internet subscriptions has soared to 7.2 bil-
lion globally from 1.3 billion in 2010, the vast majority
of them mobile subscriptions, International
Telecommunications Union data shows. The explosion
in connectivity has been especially dramatic in the
developing world, where there are now more mobile
connections than people.

Tech uber alles
Apple Inc, once a niche computer company, is now

one of the world’s most valuable companies thanks to
the iPhone. The five largest Fortune 500 technology
companies - Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft and
Facebook - currently boast a market cap of $4.7 tril-
lion, compared with about $800 billion for the top five
in 2010. Not all of that is due to the smartphone, of
course, but the mobile-related technologies and serv-
ices accounted for nearly $4 trillion in economic activi-
ty in 2018, according to trade group GSMA.

There’s an app for that
Whether we’re hailing a cab, ordering food, playing

a game, finding a date, listening to music or shopping
for just about anything, there’s a good chance we’ll be
doing it with a smartphone app that didn’t exist in
2010. Many of most popular apps are free, but con-
sumers are still expected to spend more than $120 bil-
lion in app stores during 2019, according to App Annie,
a mobile apps analytics firm.

Feed me
The endless scroll on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter

and other social media apps now consumes 34 minutes
of every US adult’s day, according to Nielsen. Fewer
people are sitting on the sofa to watch live TV at set
times, and advertisers are following. Mobile ad spending
surpassed TV for the first time in 2018 in terms of per-
centage share of the US market, according to research
firm eMarketer. We can also thank the smartphone for
Instagram influencers, “sextortion”, and fake news.

Smile for the (smartphone) camera
Global shipments of digital cameras dropped from

their 2010 peak of 121 million to just 19 million units in
2018, according to the Camera & Imaging Products
Association (CIPA). Meantime the latest phones pack
as many four camera lenses and cutting edge software
that makes it easier than ever to get that perfect shot.
The front-facing camera might be the busiest: Google
reports that its Android devices take 93 million selfies
every day.

Where am I?
The satellite tracking technology known as GPS,

combined with information from cell towers and Wi-Fi
networks, has made the smartphones incredibly pow-
erful tracking devices. Google maps and its poorer
cousins enable even the most directionally impaired
find their way around unfamiliar locales with ease.

For the privacy-minded, though, it’s a disaster:
Phone companies and app makers routinely record
the movements of subscribers and sell that data to
advertisers, a $20 billion-a-year business. The data is
“anonymized,” but as numerous studies and a recent
New York Times investigation have revealed it is
often a simple matter to identify who is behind the
dot on the map. Nearly 50 percent of companies sur-
veyed by Verizon this year used or planned to soon
use smartphone management tools to track their
employees.

You can look it up
The 2010 edition of the venerable Encyclopedia

Britannica, all 32 volumes and 129 pounds of it,
turned out to be the last. But untold barroom argu-
ments or dining room debates can now be settled on
the spot: Wikipedia is consulted more than 240 mil-
lion times daily.

Distracting ourselves to death
In 2018 alone in the United States, 2,628 fatal

crashes involved a distracted driver, and of those
deadly crashes, about 13 percent involved mobile
phone use, according to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA). — Reuters

NEW DELHI: Tens of thousands of Indians have taken to
the streets in recent days to voice their anger over a new
citizenship law that they say discriminates against the
minority Muslim community. But it is not just Muslims who
are protesting - majority Hindus, low-caste Dalits and
Parsis are joining in to show their solidarity and condemn
the legislation across the country of 1.3 billion people.

The law allows people of six religions from Muslim-
majority Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan an easier
path to citizenship but not if they are Muslim. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s government, facing its biggest
test since sweeping to power in 2014 - with at least 25
people killed in almost two weeks of protests - insists
the law is not discriminatory. AFP spoke to five protest-
ers who took part in a demonstration in New Delhi on
Tuesday. 

The techie 
Kersi, a 32-year-old Parsi who works in the tech sector

joined the march called by students from Jamia Millia
Islamia University where police smashed into the campus
and tear-gassed students following violent protests earlier
this month. Kersi, who gave only one name, said he was
worried because the country’s secular foundations had
been shaken like never before. 

“There is a secular foundation to our constitution, there
is an element of multiculturalism, pluralism, that is at the
core of the country’s ethos and which differentiates it from
other countries,” he said. “The new law threatens it more

than anything in the past. It’s a step too far. It’s a funda-
mental change they are trying to impose which I don’t
agree with and which we should try and prevent.”

Cardboard reformer 
Mansi, 29, an upper-caste Hindu settled in the US but in

Delhi on holiday, was accompanied by her 64-year-old
father who was carrying a cutout of Bhimrao Ambedkar, a
revered social reformer and architect of India’s constitu-
tion. “There have been laws in the past that have been
extremely controversial but what they are trying to do
now is alter the right to citizenship which sits at the foun-
dation of democracy,” she said.

“This according to me is much too far-reaching than
any single law affecting any single community. You are
altering the identity of the nation and by definition who
gets to exercise their vote to decide the future of the
country. It is the moral responsibility of the majority to
stand up for the marginalized minorities.”

The professor 
Nandini, a professor at Delhi University who is a Hindu,

said she was appalled by the alleged police brutality
against students of Jamia University and wanted to show
she was standing up for them. “I feel enough is enough. It
is important that we are given the space to express our
dissent. It doesn’t mean we are anti-state. We are actually
asking the state to bring in policies that are equal for all
and not divisive and discriminatory,” she said.

‘Like Hitler’ 
Pranav Yadav, 20, a student from one of India’s

lower caste communities, lied to his parents and
joined the protest march because he “could not sim-
ply sit at home and do nothing when my country is
under attack from fascist forces”. “It’s a sort of a sys-
tematic plan to attack Muslims in India. Whenever
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is in power, they
have one basic agenda of  targeting Musl ims.
“Basically it’s like one leader having a target commu-
nity and getting the majority to support that idea.
Like Hitler did with Jews or the way Myanmar is
doing to Rohingya Muslims. After the Muslims, they
can target against any other community they feel like.
All they need is a scapegoat and right now Muslims
seem to be the perfect scapegoat.”

‘More important than independence’ 
Promila Chaturvedi, a 79-year-old upper-caste Hindu,

said it was important to speak up against injustice even
though she “does not have much energy now”. “I want to
protect my constitution. I want to show my solidarity
with the Muslim community. We want to tell them ‘we are
with you, t i l l  the last drop of our blood’ ,” said
Chaturvedi, her feather-soft white hair tied in a bun.
“This can be compared to our freedom struggle but this
is more important because they (British) were outsiders
but these are our own people. If they behave like this we
won’t tolerate.” — AFP 

India’s protesters: A cross-section of society

Cost of UK royals 
back in spotlight after 
Queen’s year to forget 

After a torrid 2019 in which the queen’s son Prince
Andrew was implicated in an underage sex abuse
scandal, many in Britain are again asking if the

monarchy has gotten too big - and rich - for its own good.
The family’s year to forget may encourage Prince Charles,
set to eventually take over from his mother Queen
Elizabeth II, 93, in his purported belief that the centuries-
old institution needs reform, according to royal experts. 

“He wants to slim it down to a hard core of senior
family members who work full-time,” said author Penny
Junor, who has written several books on the royals
including “The Firm” - the nickname sometimes given to
the family. “Andrew shooting himself in the foot has cer-
tainly made that an easier task,” she told AFP.

The 59-year-old prince, dubbed the queen’s “favorite
son” by the UK press, has been dogged by allegations
that he had sex with one of American convicted pedophile
Jeffrey Epstein’s victims. Andrew, who strenuously denies
the accusations, gave a calamitous BBC interview last
month in which he unsuccessfully tried to distance himself
from the late US financier. The furious media backlash

saw him subsequently promise to “step back from public
duties”. It was a grim year as well for Prince Harry and his
wife Meghan Markle, the former US actress. The celebrity
couple sued several British newspapers over intrusions
into their private lives, while his relationship with brother
Prince William has reportedly soured - creating more
tabloid gossip fodder. The family’s tribulations led The
Guardian to proclaim the firm had “lost its grip”, with roy-
al observers predicting change will inevitably result.

‘Ministry of good feelings’ 
The size and cost of Britain’s royal family has long

been contentious, with the latest controversies renewing
calls for a “rationalised structure of Windsor plc,” as The
Daily Telegraph wrote. “Bloated royal families are fine
when you run a quarter of the world... not so good when
you are in charge of a diminished, austere Britain, grap-
pling with recession in the early 21st century,” the news-
paper added. Jonny Dymond, who covers the royal family
for the BBC, said how much to finance the family “has
been a big deal for a long time”. “It’s the attack point for
republicans,” he told AFP. Dymond noted Britain’s royals
have been adept at periodically reinventing the brand,
acting as a kind of “ministry of good feelings” for the
nation to justify its expenses. “And that’s the problem
with what you have at the moment, which is you’re cer-
tainly not getting your money’s worth,” he said. “You’re
not getting that when you have Prince Andrew accused
of what he’s accused of, you’re not getting that when
Harry and Meghan are busy suing the newspapers.”

‘Cost to the taxpayer’ 
The queen receives an allowance - a so-called “sover-

eign grant” - from the government each year, which
reached £82 million ($106 million) for the financial year
2018-2019. That is intended to pay for the family mem-
bers’ functional roles as figureheads, as well as the
salaries of employees and maintaining places like
Buckingham Palace. The monarch also benefits from a
“privy purse” which stems from the revenues of half a
billion pounds in assets grown by the Duchy of Lancaster
estate since the Middle Ages.

The portfolio of lands, properties and assets held in
trust generated almost £20 million last year, which the
queen partly shares across the family. Buckingham
Palace does not disclose how exactly these funds are
distributed to family members like Andrew. The British
press reports that he has received an annual royal
allowance of £250,000 which his mother would give
him each year, in addition to a yearly military pension
of around £25,000.

The Duke of York, known for his “jet set” lifestyle,
lives free of charge, as does his ex-wife Sarah Ferguson,
in a royal residence. He reportedly sold a property in
Sunninghill, southwest London, which the queen had
donated to him, for around £15 million in 2007, and
owns a luxurious chalet in Switzerland. “One of the
common complaints about the monarchy is the cost to
the taxpayer,” said Junor. “There is a perception that
many members of the family are freeloaders who don’t
do much work.” — AFP 

Madhya Pradesh state chief minister Kamal Nath (center) holds an Indian flag as he takes part in a protest rally against India’s new citizenship law in Bhopal
yesterday. — AFP photos

Tears as politicians 
fail to dispel 
‘climate darkness’

Standing before a captive audience at this month’s cli-
mate change conference in Madrid after entertaining
them with a dance in her traditional Pacific island

costume, 21-year-old Tabita Kaitamakin Awira Awerika’s
smile turned to angry tears. The student from Kiribati
spoke of her anguish at the threat to her low-lying atoll
nation from rising sea levels and ferocious storms - and
the determination of her people not to let global warming
chase them from their “beloved motherland”.

“I am very sad to say that as the youth of many devel-
oped nations are enjoying their daily activities, our fellow
youth in Kiribati are worrying about what the future holds
for us,” she told an event on the sidelines of the UN talks.
“My leaders have voiced these concerns to the global
community over and over but no one is listening - are we
that insignificant for our cries... to fall on deaf ears?”

Emotional exhortations like this are being heard more

often at the annual climate summit, especially from young
people, as climate change fuels extreme weather, glaciers
melt, and the world’s oceans creep inexorably higher. In
Madrid, veterans of the “COP” meetings - known as a
place where suited officials spar over complex agreements
- said they had never seen such an outpouring of grief,
anxiety and sorrow.

Bill Hare, founder of climate science think-tank Climate
Analytics, told US news show “Democracy Now!” he had
seen more tears in Madrid than at the previous 24 sum-
mits, dubbing it “the crying COP”. Representatives of small
island states were “almost panicking” at the prospect of
their homelands disappearing under the waves, while
young people were “angry and upset” at a lack of action
by politicians, he said. During two fractious weeks of talks,
a handful of major polluting states resisted pressure to
ramp up efforts to combat climate change, angering small-
er countries and a growing protest movement that is push-
ing for emergency action.

‘Ecological grief’
The climate change talks have experienced a “big shift”

away from formality in recent years, said Ashlee Cunsolo,
director of the Newfoundland-based Labrador Institute of
Memorial University and an expert on “ecological grief”.
Tuvalu negotiator Ian Fry grabbed the world’s attention at

the 2009 Copenhagen talks by saying he had woken up
crying, telling delegates tearfully, “the fate of my country
rests in your hands”.

At the 2013 talks, Philippines negotiator Yeb Sano made
headlines when he broke down speaking of the destruction
wrought on his country by Typhoon Haiyan. Cunsolo told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation people were increasingly
“refusing to separate science and feeling”. “More and
more, they are not embarrassed and not ashamed to share
the emotions they are experiencing around these
changes,” she said.

One key driver is rising exposure to climate and weath-
er-linked disasters, whether Australia’s bushfires, flooding
in the United States or Hurricane Dorian in the Bahamas,
she added. And then there are communities experiencing
longer-term deterioration in their native environments,
including Canada’s Inuit, who are struggling with losing
the ice and what that means for their hunting-based
lifestyle and food security. 

“The lived experience that people have and are sharing
publicly on social media and in media articles has so far
outstripped the research that we have,” said the academic
who co-authored a study on the subject, published in April
2018. The paper identified “ecological grief” as “an under-
developed area of inquiry” and warned it could “become
more common as climate impacts worsen”. — Reuters

Mansi Kersi Nandini


